Eyes on Mumia

We are keeping our “Eyes on Mumia”. Your support has enabled his family see him.

We demand that:

1) Mumia’s chosen private physician has immediate regular phone access to Mumia in the infirmary. Phone access is limited in the infirmary, and Mumia and his physician need to be in conversation throughout each week.

2) His doctor be allowed to communicate freely and regularly with the prison infirmary physicians who are currently overseeing Mumia’s care.

3) The PA Department of Corrections (DOC) allow Mumia’s doctor to schedule an immediate Independent Medical Examination in an examination room with a table and medical instruments.

4) The PA DOC develop a diagnostic and treatment plan adequate to understand any underlying conditions that have contributed to his current ongoing crisis, and that consultation with appropriate specialists be arranged in a timely fashion and be used to assist in this effort.

Call, fax and write to:

Tom Wolf, PA Governor
- 717-787-2500
- 717-783-1116 (new number)
- 717-787-5825 (new number, Governor’s office of the public liaison)
- facebook.com/governorwolf
- twitter.com/governortomwolf
- governor@PA.gov
- 508 Main Capitol Building, Harrisburg PA 17120

John Wetzel, PA Department of Corrections
- 717-728-4109
- 717-728-2573 (new number)
- Fax: 717-728-4178
- facebook.com/pages/Pennsylvania-Department-of-Corrections/489067241105682
- twitter.com/PAstateprisons
- ra-contactdoc@pa.gov
- 1920 Technology Pkwy, Mechanicsburg PA 17050
- Shirley Moore Smeal, Executive Deputy Secretary (717) 728-4110
- Health Care - Christopher H. Oppman, MBA, MHA, Director (717) 728-5309.

John Kerestes, Superintendent- SCI Mahanoy
- 570-773-2158 x8102
- Fax: 570-783-2008
- 301 Morea Road; Frackville, PA 17932
Let’s Get Mumia’s Medical Fund to $40,000!

In an unstoppable mobilization of support, over 465 fellow supporters from around the world joined our Indiegogo Campaign and raised $24,837 in 20 days! When we launched the Campaign, we didn’t think it would be possible to raise more than $20,000. But the truth is, we need to raise double that to get Mumia the medical care and legal assistance he urgently needs.

Please share our Campaign page (Bit.ly/raise4mumia) to help make this possible, and if you can, please consider a second gift of $25, $50 or even $10 now!

We are in the thick of the struggle to keep Mumia alive and healthy. Mumia’s chosen outside doctor is reviewing his medical records while we’re pushing to allow phone communication between the two; and we’ve spent over 100 hours of legal fees for Mumia. And we need your help to defend Mumia’s right to medical and legal access now.

Thank you for your powerful support.